We present exact tree level cross sections for the single top production process e − e + → e −ν e tb at LEP 200. The results reproduce roughly those obtained earlier by using the equivalent real photon approximation and we confirm the observation that detecting a top heavier than half the c.m. energy is not feasible at LEP 200. The calculation has been performed by a new automatic Feynman amplitude generator MadGraph which produces HELAS code for the helicity amplitudes.
The search for the top quark is a primary target of present and future collider experiments. For a top quark lighter than half the center of mass (c.m.) energy √ s, top production at e + e − colliders will be dominated by the pair production process e + e − → tt. This is, however, unlikely to be the case at LEP 200 if the CDF bound [1] on the top mass of m t ∼ >120 GeV is valid. We can expect copious production of tt pairs at LEP 200 only if the top decays mainly into exotic modes which would invalidate the above bounds from hadron collider experiments.
The standard top quark can still be produced singly at LEP 200 via the higher order processes 
if m t < √ s − m b . Recently it has been claimed that single top quark production can be discovered at LEP 200 up to m t ∼ 165 GeV [2] . Another work states that the cross section is much too small for LEP 200 to produce top quarks singly with its design luminosity [3] .
The former calculation introduces an artificial cutoff to the single top quark production cross section which is singular in the massless electron limit. The latter calculation makes use of the equivalent real photon approximation (EPA) to estimate the cross section from that of the subprocess
In order to resolve this conflict, we present in this report the exact tree level cross section for the single top quark production processes (1) and (2), and compare the latter cross section with that obtained by using the EPA. We find that the naive EPA as employed in ref. [3] overestimates the cross section by about 30% and that one should expect even smaller cross sections than those estimated there. Therefore, we essentially confirm the observation of Panella et al. [3] that the single top production rate is too small to be interesting at LEP 200 with its planned luminosity of 0.5 fb −1 /year. Our calculation has been performed by a recently completed automatic Feynman amplitude generator MadGraph [4] . Given the initial and final state particles for a Standard Model process, MadGraph automatically generates a postscript file of the Feynman graphs and a FORTRAN program of the helicity amplitudes that makes use of the HELAS subroutines [5] . We show in Fig. 1 the Feynman graphs of process (2) as generated by MadGraph. Differential cross sections can be easily obtained by integrating the squared matrix elements over the relevant phase space range.
It is not so trivial to obtain the total cross section of the process, because the matrix element becomes singular at high energies when the exchanged virtual photon in graphs 3, 5, 7 and 9 of Fig. 1 becomes nearly on-shell. The HELAS subroutines [5] numerically calculate the helicity amplitudes accurately in the singular region by modifying the eeγ currents in the relevant diagrams and by choosing an appropriate parametrization of the phase space volume [6] such that no subtle cancellation occurs in the numerical program. The results are shown in Fig. 2 . Solid lines show the total cross sections for process (2) and dashed lines show those for process (1) . In this calculation, we neglect the width of the top quark, and hence the cross sections are given only down to m t = √ s/2+2 GeV. Near the tt pair production threshold, one should examine the e + e − → bbW + W − amplitudes carefully in the presence of the large non-perturbative QCD corrections [7] . In the helicity amplitudes for the process e − e + → e −ν e tb, the so-called annihilation graphs 11-20 of Fig. 1 are a gauge invariant set. They contribute negligibly to the total cross section below the e − e + → W − tb threshold, while they give just a fraction of the e − e + → W − tb cross section above the threshold. The solid lines of Fig. 2 are obtained by consistently neglecting the contributions from the annihilation diagrams.
It is clear from Fig. 2 that the single top quark production cross section below the e − e + → W − tb threshold is never greater than the 0.1 fb level at any conceivable LEP 200 energy, and that it remains below the level of a few times 0.1 fb even above the e − e + → W − tb threshold. These observations confirm those of ref. [3] qualitatively, and disagree with ref. [2] . For the convenience of future comparison, we give some representative values of the total cross sections in Table 1 ( √ s = 190 GeV) and in Table 2 ( √ s = 200 GeV). The SM parameters are chosen as m b = 5 GeV, m W = 80 GeV, m Z = 91 GeV, e 2 /4π = sin 2 θ W g 2 /4π = 1/128, sin 2 θ W = 0.23, and all the widths have been set to zero. The total cross section for the process e − e + → e −ν e tb is then multiplied by an overall factor of 128/137, since the cross section is dominated by the region of the phase space where the invariant mass of the virtual photon that couples to the external electron current is much smaller than one GeV [6] . Numerical errors associated with the Monte Carlo integration over the phase space volume are estimated to be less than 1% [8] .
A closer comparison of our exact tree level results with the results using the equivalent real photon approximation (EPA) in ref. [3] , reveals that our exact cross section is consistently smaller than theirs by about 30%. To ensure that this is due to the approximation and not an error, we also calculate the cross section using the EPA. Fig. 3 is the total cross section for the process γe + →ν e tb as a function of the γe c.m. energy √ s γe . The curves are calculated by using the MadGraph/HELAS system with the same SM parameters. The subprocess cross sections agree rather well with those reported in ref. [3] . The validity of our calculation is further varified by comparing our result for a light top m t < m W , with the earlier result of ref. [9] .
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Finally, in Fig. 4 we compare three estimates of the total cross section for the process e − e + → e −ν e tb. The solid lines are obtained by our exact tree level calculation. The long dashed lines are obtained by using the naive equivalent real photon distribution
as adopted by Panella et al. [3] . And the short dashed lines are obtained by using the improved equivalent real photon (EPA) distribution
as proposed in ref. [6] . Here the EPA flux of the photon is determined by respecting the exact lower kinematical limit of the virtual photon mass squared
whereas for the maximal virtuality Q 2 consistent with the real photon approximation, we take the typical virtuality scale of the subprocess γe + →ν e tb,
The last term in the EPA distribution (5) without the logarithmic enhancement gives a small, but universal, contribution from the electron helicity flip amplitudes. Fig. 4 clearly shows that the naive EPA overestimates the cross section mainly because it fails to take account of the relatively small effective scale of the subprocess Q 2 (6). The improved EPA underestimates the cross section slightly because the exact cross section does not disappear when the virtual mass of the external electron current exceeds the scale (6). This is consistent with the EPA result as reported in ref. [6] for the process e + e − → e + e − Z. The exact tree level cross sections of Fig. 4 (solid lines) are obtained by using all the diagrams of Fig. 1 . One can observe effects of the annihilation diagrams as small enhancements of the cross section near the e − e + → W − tb threshold over the EPA estimates. We conclude that our exact calculation of the single top production cross section is valid and that detecting a top heavier than half the c.m. energy is not feasible at LEP 200. Fig. 1 Feynman diagrams for the process e − e + → e −ν e tb as generated by the automatic Feynman amplitude generator MadGraph [4] . The parameters are the same as those used in Fig. 2 . 
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